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Ennin hears a terrifying story of bloody revenge...From the jungles surrounding Cambodia's

legendary 'Angkor Wat' temple...This is the 43rd Ennin Mystery.Ebook Tops reviews for ENNIN

(various titles)'An excellent Japanese detective series... I enjoy each and every story...' R.

Russell'Stevens keeps on delivering... This is a great series. Anyone who enjoys Sherlock

Holmes will enjoy the similarities in Stevens' characters and Doyle's. Fresh plots, exotic locale,

who-done-its, and a unique set of protagonists. I've read all the Ennin series and look forward

to each new adventure. Highly recommended...' Abby Normal'Entertaining read with Holmesian

overtones, but very different setting...' Gerry H'Once you start this, I'm betting you won't be

able to set it down until you finish it...' Judy'The author weaves intrigue, subterfuge and

cunning into a very enjoyable story...' J. Cepeda'Historical setting and cultural background are

excellently researched...' D. Werdin'Wonderful... Like a Japanese room arrangement with clean

lines keeping clutter to a minimum...' AcerAcer'Ben Stevens is masterful. I can't wait to read his

next set of stories...' Kindle Customer'This Japanese detective is a fine addition to the

burgeoning field of Asian historical detectives which began with Judge Dee (China) and runs

through I.P. Parker's Akitada...' Mcb.'If you like the Akitada books, you will enjoy this....'

Mamakile'Something out of the ordinary... Well worth the read...' Ebook Tops Customer'The

Sensei is a brilliant detective. Ben Stevens, as always rocks. He's one heck of a storyteller...'

Lisa'I can't stop reading this series! If you love historical mysteries, you will love the period and

cultural detail...' Pauline'Atmosphere, poetry and menace...' ThisandThat'A feudal Japanese

Sherlock Holmes... This ever-evolving excellent series... Vivid imagery and graphic detail which

are a trademark of this writer...' Deborah Chaytor'Try it... and like it... I don't look for mysteries

from the middle ages, even ones set in Japan, but for some reason I love this series... Well-

written...' Ebook Tops Customer'The story develops wonderfully...' Dave. N'Loved it!... Simply

amazed... I thoroughly enjoyed this read...' Edwina Callan'Cleverly written and filled with facts

regarding old Japan.... Very similar to Holmes and Watson...' Eileen Sedgwick'Good job. Very

enjoyable...' Sid'If you like the Akitada books, you will enjoy this...' Mamakile'I loved this...'

MaidenStull'A prime example of deductive reasoning, set within feudal Japan...' Jennifer'Ennin

and his faithful servant are the Holmes and Watson of the East. The mysteries are well plotted.

Sesshu is the Moriarty of the piece. If you are a Sherlock fan you should like Ennin...' Ebook

Tops Customer, NJ United States'The mysteries are intriguing and unusual... Couldn't put the

stories down... Well worth the price...' Jay Gold'Mystery from historic Japan... like Holmes and

Watson, but in an Asian setting...' Nysaa'Good book... the story takes you back in time...'

Santex'Very powerful...' Bill'Delightful short story... Enjoy!...' PeaTee (TOP 500

REVIEWER)'(The) Ennin series is intriguing... Recommend these stories to all...' Chris'Stevens

has created an interesting character and placed him in a colorful place and time in history.

Stevens is cranking out stories with a certain rapidity now. That's great news to those of us who

enjoy his stories....' AN'Atmospheric, intriguing and entertaining... feels as if it is both

contemporary and traditional. A rare achievement...' Kenny51Cover image: Hayata Kills the

Nue at the Imperial Palace / Public Domain



The Red River ‘You are Ennin-sensei, I believe? I have heard your name – they say that you

are an investigator of all that is strange and unusual. Yet I tell you that never have you heard a

story quite like mine…’My master barely suppressed a disbelieving smile.‘This is hardly the

first time I have heard such a claim,’ he returned. ‘But forgive me, you know my name, yet I do

not know yours…’This gaijin, the foreigner, dressed in the black robes and broad-brimmed

black hat of a Catholic priest, nodded slightly.‘I am Father Pedro de Cisneros, come from the

country of Spain.’‘I have heard of it,’ returned my master. ‘It lies in southwestern Europe, if I am

not mistaken… You are travelling through the orient, and currently within this country of Japan,

presumably seeking to convert whoever you encounter to this religion of yours.’Again, the

priest nodded.‘That is true, Ennin-sensei. I am fortunate enough to find myself in this region

governed by a daimyo who – if not yet convinced to fully embrace the message of Jesus Christ

himself – is still gracious enough to permit me to preach.’‘No doubt,’ said my master, filling the

priest’s cup with sake before mine and then his own, ‘it helps immeasurably that you speak the

Japanese tongue so well. You must have somehow learnt it even before you arrived upon the

shores of this country.’‘Actually, I did not,’ replied the priest, trying to disguise his pleasure at

this compliment from my famous master. ‘I have just always had something of a… Well, an

ability for languages, if you will. A gift from God, which quickly allows me to start spreading His

word among people in their own tongue.‘Those other priests I have worked and travelled with

have mainly had to rely on translators, who often do not even speak the common tongue of

English so very well – far less languages such as Spanish or Portuguese.’
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jay gold, “good story even if Ennin doesn't solve anything. good story even if Ennin doesn't

solve anything. i prefer t when he solves a mystery, but the story held my attention.”
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent book.. Very good reading.”

Ted Calbazana, “Five Stars. An interesting story!”

The book by Ben Stevens has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 3 people have provided feedback.
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